COMPETITION PISTON RINGS AND WHAT THE OEMS TAUGHT US
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In our racing world we tend to think of ourselves as the elite corps. But in pistons and more particularly piston ring design, it is not our racing brains that are the driving force but those of the Original Equipment Manufacturers. It would be a glum glimpse of the US racing industry if nothing changed. But it has and nothing could be more illustrative of change than ring development. In fact, if we’re not careful our tow vehicles will operate with 1 x 1 x 2mm ring packs before our racecars.

And it’s not just skinny rings that’s been pioneered by the OEMs, the enduring cast iron top and second rings have been replaced by stronger and lighter steel types. Furthermore, thermal face coatings are being applied to top rings by high-velocity oxygen-fuelled spray guns at supersonic speed. The force of the collision causes the face coating to become embedded in the rings. 

It’s not what they seek? Well, with regard to the thermal face coating, they are pursuing bond-integrity. Second, they are also constantly looking for improvements in overall strength and toughness of the top ring. And third they seek to lower the ring’s coefficient of friction; that is the ratio between the force necessary to move one surface over another and the pressure between the two surfaces.

The high-velocity oxygen-fuel technique that applies the thermal face coatings allows the OEMs to run high-tech rings in their latest turbo applications. These are subjected to countless detonation incidents. Tod Richards, a ring specialist at Mahle, a racer and a race engine builder marvelled, “The rings now tolerate the denotation abuse—they come to no harm. We use a coating called HV385 and once it’s embedded in the ring face it won’t come out. In fact it’s now used extensively on Top Fuel, Alcohol and Pro Mod engines.”

When asked how well informed our engine builders and racers Richards replied, “A lot of people don’t realise just how far ring technology has advanced on the OE side in the past eight years. During this period, ring sizes have diminished from 5/64th x 5/64th x 3/16th to 1.5mm x 1.5mm x 3mm and now the 1mm x 1.2mm x 2.5mm is the standard, a 1mm x 1.5mm x 1.5mm makes inroads as a potential successor.”

[...]

“One-millimetre steel top rings made their debut in 2014. Richards says, “The OEMs wanted steel rings and we created them from 9254. This is a high alloy chrome silicon material, which we knew to be stronger than cast iron—by about 35 percent. It’s also lighter and because its tensile strength withstands heat better, we were certain its fatigue-resistance would improve. It also operates with reduced friction or drag because the radial wall is much narrower on a steel ring.” Mastor-style second rings are also produced in 9254, which run uncoated on the cylinder wall without scoring.

How about our position—as race engine builders are we resistant to these diminished dimensions? “Engine builders tend to use 1/16 x 1/16 x 3/16th but more commonly 1.5 x 1.5 x 3mm or 1.5 x 1.25mm x 3mm which is popular in high-performance 5.800in to 6.000in big-block engines. But there is no chemistry to running smaller ring packs,” explains Richards. “They are more conformable than their predecessors. They cause less drag which translates to more horsepower and better oil control.”

[...]
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THE MENACE OF SCUFFING

Currently, scuffing, a term used when the piston ring attempts to weld itself to the cylinder wall, is at its most threatening—why is this? “Scuffing is more prevalent today,” says Richards, “because of greater heat levels provided by higher cylinder pressures, leaner mixtures—particularly relevant in OEM engines—and oil packs operating with less oil. To combat it we explore materials with natural properties that carry oil that resist scuffing.” More consequentially for the OEMs, scuffing represents threats over a broad spectrum. Let’s say we’re in Alaska, for example, where an engine could be fired up and accelerated hard in negative 60-degree conditions. Mahle, who operate more than twenty dynamometers endlessly testing, recreated those conditions and developed a flash coating which they apply to some CI second rings, primarily to resist start-up scuffing in extremely cold temperatures.
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MAHLE, the German firm with substantial production and research and development plants in Michigan and North Carolina have two purposes to fulfil in quality ring production and development: sealing the engine in compression and controlling the oil. For racers there’s always been a perennial calling—the promise of winning, always trying to raise our game. Doubtless, no different in piston ring development.

SPECIALTY RING DEPARTMENT

In the past Mahle Motorsport’s ring pack combination for the Saturday night racer would have been 1.5 x 1.5 x 3mm. Today, their combination would update to 1 x 1 x 2mm. “We’re in full production of pistons and rings for LS Chevrolet performance engines,” says Richards, “which use similar materials to those used on Dirt Late Models. They come standard with the HV385 thermal face coating, which is used on nitro engines—it works for everybody and because the base coating hasn’t changed the cylinder hone preparation remains the same.” This coating, incidentally, is also available on 1mm top rings.

Returning to the topic of skinny rings for a moment, this manufacturer’s current production of 1 x 1 x 2mm ring packs is substantial; they produce them for OEMs every day. Indeed so prolific is their production they are shelf stock items and available not only to the performance aftermarket but also to other piston manufacturers as well as other ring makers. Says Tod Richards, “Because of the volume, we can produce a steel ring cheaper than a cast iron ring.” Steel rings currently available are as follows: 1/16th, 1.5mm, 1.2mm, 0.43mm, and 1mm.

Times are evolving and for Mahle, the German firm with substantial production and research and development plants in Michigan and North Carolina, they have two purposes to fulfil in quality ring production and development: sealing the engine in compression and controlling the oil. And for racers there’s always been a perennial calling—the promise of winning, always trying to raise our game. Doubtless, no different in piston ring development.